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Introduction. In this paper we continue our study of isoparametric tri-
ple systems. These triple systems have been introduced in [3] and are studied
in [3], [4] and [5]. They are in one-to-one correspondence with isoparametric
hypersurfaces in spheres which have four distinct principal curvatures.
The classes of isoparametric hypersurfaces which have been considered
up to now are the homogeneous ones ([10], [11]), the surfaces of FKM-type
([5], [6]), the surfaces satisfying "condition (A) and (B)" ([9], [10]) and the
surfaces where the multiplicity of one of the principal curvatures is < 2 ([12],
However, until now there exists no classification of all isoparametric hyper-
surfaces in spheres. It therefore may be useful to investigate special types of
hypersurfaces, i.e., special types of isoparametric triple systems. In this paper
we classify isoparametric triples of algebra type. Such triples correspond
uniquely to those isoparametric hypersurfaces which satisfy the "condition (A)"
of [9], but not necessarily the additional "condition (B)" of [9].
The classification is summarized in Theorem 5.18. As a corollary we get
that every isoparametric triple of algebra type is equivalent to a hypersurface
of FKM-type or to one 8-dimensional homogeneous hypersurface.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 1 we introduce the basic
notations and mention some fundamental results concerning isoparametric tri-
ple systems. Next, we reduce the problem of describing isoparametric triples
of algebra type to the problem of classifying certain families of representa-
tions of Clifford algebras. The result indicates that one has to consider the
cases m1>m2
J
rly m1=m2-\-l and m1=m2 separately (where m1 and m2 are the
multiplities of the principal curvatures). This is done in the next 3 sections.
In each case we explicitly determine the isomorphism classes of the correspond-
ing triple systems. As an application of our results we show in the last sec-
tion that every isoparametric triple system which is 'generically' of algebra type
is already homogeneous.
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We thank K. McCrimmon for sohing the isotopy problem considered in
section 4.
1. Some results from the theory of isoparametric triple systems
In this section we state, without proofs, some of the results of the theory
of isoparametric triple systems which was developed in [3].
An isoparametric triple system is a tuple (F, < , >, {•••}) where (F, < , » is
a finite dimensional Euclidean space and
{•••} : Vx Vx V -> F: (*, y, z) -> {xyz} =: T(xy y)z
is a trilinear map such that the following properties hold
(1.1) {#1*2*3} = {*σ(i)*σ(2)#σ(3)} f°r *ny permutation σ, i.e.,
{•••} is totally symmetric,
(1.2) T(x, y) is self adjoint relative to < , •>,
(1.3) <{***}, {xxx}>-%x, xX{xxx} ,*>+18<>, *>3 = 0,
(1.4) there exist positive integers mly m2>0 satisfying
trace T(x, y) = 2(3+2m1+w2)<#, j> and dim V = 2(m1+m2+ί).
When no confusion is possible we write V instead of (F, </, X {•••}). We
also often use the abbreviation T(x) for T(x, x).
To each isoparametric triple system (V, < , •>, {•••}) there is associated its
dual (triple system) (F, < , •>, {•••}') where
(1.5) {«yar} ' = 3«Λ?, j > + < ^ , #>*+<>, #>^)— {ry^} .
By [3], Lemma 1.3, we know that (V, < , •>, {•••}'), usually abbreviated by F r ,
is again an isoparametric triple system with the constants m{—m2 and m2=mx.
A c G F with <£, c>=l is called minimal (resp. maximal) tripotent if {rcc} =
6c(resp. {ccc}=3c). Let c E F b e a minimal tripotent. Then T(£) has only the
eigenvalues 0, 2 and 6 and we have
V = V0(c)®V2(c)φRc
where V%(c) denotes the eigenspace of T(c) for the eigenvalue X.
Let e be a maximal tripotent. Then Γ(^) has the eigenvalues 1 and 3 and
we have
V= Vle)®Vle)@Rey
where V
x
(e)={xEΞV; T(e)x=Xx, <*, ΛI>=0} for % = 1 , 3. The minimal and
maximal tripotents of V and V are related in the following manner: a mini-
mal (resp. maximal) tripotent of V is a maximal (resp. minimal) tripotent of V
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and vice versa.
Two minimal tripotents e
λ
 and e2 are called orthogonal if {^1^2}= 0 (which
is equivalent to {β2e2e1}=0). It can be shown that orthogonal tripotents al-
ways exist. If (ely e2) are orthogonal, then the selfadjoint operators Γ(^i), T{e2)
and T(elf e2) commute. Hence we can define simultaneous eigenspaces of
T(e2) and T{eλ, e2), called Peirce spaces
(1.6)
Vi2{elt e2) = {x^Vl2{eλ, e2); T(eλ, e2)x = x}
VTz{ely e2) = {xeVufa, e2); T(eu e2)x = —x}
Vn{elt e2) = {xeV^); T(elt x)y = 0 for tΆy&Vfa)}
Vϊ2(eu e2) = {*e V2(e2); T(e2, x)y = 0 for all j e V0(e2)}
V
m
(
ei, e2) = V^Q{VJeu e2)®VT,{e,, e2))
Vn{ely e2) = V2{e2)Q(Vλ2{ex, e2)®Vj2{ei, e2))
V
n
{e,, e2) = ΛβxθFϊifa, «i)
x
, e2) = Re2φVh(elt e2)
where we use the notation U Q W to denote the orthogonal complement of W
in U. When it is clear which pair of orthogonal tripotents is referred to we
will write F
o
 instead of F,/^, e2). The spaces Vji{eu e2) depend only on e(.
We therefore frequently use the abbreviations Vji(e
u
 e2)==VTi(ei)=Vl(ei). We
have
(1.7) V =
φ Γtt ,
For orthogonal tripotents e^ e2 we put
(1.8) ί = λ(β1+β ί), έ = \(e1-e2), λ = 2"1 / 2.
Then <? and e are maximal tripotents (which are orthogonal for { }') and
we have
(1.9) V3(e) = ReφVt2, V0) = Re®Vϊ2
An isoparametric triple system V is said to be of algebra type {relative
to e
u
 e2) if Vκ{eu e2)=0—V20(el, e2). The following is known
(1.10) ([3] Corollary 5.12) Vla{eu e2) = 0 o VJ&, e2) = 0 .
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(1.11) ([5], §6) If V is of algebra type relative to (el9 e2), then V is not
necessarily of algebra type relative to every pair of orthogonal tripo-
tents. However, we have:
(1.12) ([3] Theorem 5.13) V is of algebra type relative to (el9 e2) if and only
if V is of algebra type relative to (e
ί9 x2) for every minimal tripotent
Because of (1.12) we often just say V is of algebra type relative to e
x
. We have
the following useful characterization of V or V being of algebra type:
Lemma 1.1. Let (ely e2) be orthogonal tripotents. a) Then V is of algebra
type relative to {X{e
x
+e2\ \(e1—e2)) iff {Vΐ2(el9 e2)e1VT2(ely *2)}=0. b) V is of
algebra type relative to (ely e2) iff V0(e2)=V0{f)for every f G F 0 ( ^ ) with </,/>= 1.
Proof, a) By [3] Corollary 5.20 the assumption {V+2(el9 e^V^ie^ e2)}
=0 is equivalent to (V')ΰ = VT2 and (V')ϊ2=Vΐ2 and thus to V'10=0=V'2Q.
b) If V is of algebra type relative to (ely e2)y then V"Q(je1)==Vr22(ely e2)=V2(e2)
and V0(f)=V0(e2) follows from [3] Theorem 5.15. Conversely, if V0(e2)=VQ(f)
for every f^VQ(e2) we have by the same theorem that f^V2(e2)=V22(ely e2).
Thus Vfa^Vtfau e2) and VΛ(eu e2)=0.
The following lemma connects isoparametric triple systems of algebra type
to the paper [9] of H. Ozeki and M. Takeuchi:
Lemma 1.2. V is of algebra type relative to e1 if and only if V satisfies
condition (A) of [9] relative to e
λ
.
Proof. The assertion is obviously equivalent to: V satisfies condition (A)
of [9] relative to a maximal tripotent e of V iff V is of algebra type relative
to e. We choose orthogonal tripotents (el9 e2) such that e—λ(βi+£2)> X=2~1/2
and consider the Peirce spaces V
u
 relative to (e
u
 e2). Then Vz(e)=R6®Vΐ2
where έ=\(e1-e2)9 V1(e)=VnΦV10®V22®V20 and ker(Γ(e, e)\ V1(e))=VT2.
Hence, using the notation of [9], we have by [3], § 3.1 that P
al= — ζw%\Z\xT2> Xn
+^10+^22+^20^- By definition, V satisfies (A) relative to e
λ
 iff P
al=Q for all α,
which is equivalent to (xΐ2\~Δx72y ^Γi+^io+^+^o/ '^O for all ^ G F ^ . Since
xt2[JxT2^VnθV10φV22®V20 by [3] (5.10), this condition is fulfilled iff
2 = 0 . By [3] Lemma 5.17, this is equivalent to (V')°2(e)=VT2> i.e. to
2. The principal construction theorem for isoparametric triple sys-
tems of algebra type
2.1 We will characterize what it means for an arbitrary triple system to be
an isoparametric triple system of algebra type.
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Let(F, <( , •>) be a euclidean space and { } a triple system on F(i.e., {•••}:
VχVxV->V is a trilinear map). As usual, we put T(xy y)z—{xyz} and
T(x)=T(xy x) and assume
(2.1.a) F = VX(B Vλ2® F"2 is an orthogonal sum,
(2.1.b) {•••} is totally symmetric,
(2.1.c) T(x) is self-adjoint with respect to < , •> for all xG F,
(2.1.d) Γ(*,)*, = 6O, , *,>*„ ί = 1, 2, * , e F,
(2.1.e) Γ(*,> 1 2 = 2<xiy Xi>xw i = 1, 2, *, e F, , *12GΞ Vl2
(2.1.f) r ( ^ ) ^ 2 = r(A?2)^ = 0, x^Vx and Λ : 2 G F 2 ,
REMARK. It is easy to check from [3] §§ 2.5 that an isoparametric triple
system which is of algebra type relative to ely e2 satisfies the conditions (2.1.a)
to (2.1.g) with Vi=Rei®Vji\ note άimVi=m2+l, d imF 1 2 =2m 1 .
In the following we denote the /-component of a triple product {abc} by
{abc)j.
Lemma 2.1. Let (V, < , •>, {•••}) satisfy (2.1.a) to (2.1.g)
a) Then, in addition to (2.1.a) to (2.1.g), the following multiplication rules
hold:
(2.1.h) T(Xl,
(2.1.ί) Γ(Λ;12)X! = 2<xn, ΛI2>Λ;1
(2.1 .k) T(x12)x2 = [T{xa)x2\®2(xn, x12>x2.
b) The entire triple product is determined once T(x
u
 x2)xu and T(xί2)xι2 are
given for ΛJ. G F . , X12& V12.
c) For Λ;=Λ:101XI12ΘΛ;2 we have
(2.2)
Proof, a) We have ζT(xl9 x2)xi2, yϊ> = (xu> T(χ\> ^2)yi>=^ for i=h 2
Further, <Γ(Λ?12)Λ?1, y1> = <Λ?12, Γ ^ , Ji>i 2 > = 2<^12, x^><jxXy yϊ> (by linearizing
(2.1.e)) and <Γ(<r12)x1, ^I2> = <Λ?I, Γ ( J ^ W = 0 which implies (2.1.i). The for-
mula (2.1.k) follows similarly.
b) The identities (2.1.d) to (2.1.f) determine Tfa). If T(x
u
 x2)x12 and
T(x12)x12 are known, then <T(x12)xly x2>=ζx12, T(xly x2)xi2>=<T(x12)x2y x^ shows
that T(x12)x is known, too. This proves b).
c) {xxx} = {ΛWCJ + 3 {x
x
xly xl2 + x2)
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+ {^12^12^12}+3 {^12^12^2}+6<( 2^> #2^12+6<# 2 , ^2^2> from which c) easily follows.
Lemma 2.2. Let (F, < , •>, {-}) satisfy (2.1.e) to (2.1.g). Then {•••}
satisfies (1.3) if and only if
(2.3) i (dfy, #2) #12 = =
(2.4) 3<{tf12tf12tf1}2, {#12*12*1} 2 > + < # l , *lXΓ(#12)*12, #12> = 6 < ^ ,
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7) < Γ ( Λ 1 2 ) Λ 1 2 J Γ ( ^ 1 2 ) Λ : I 2 > - 9 < ^ 1 2 , * 1 2 > O 1 2 , 7 1 (,τ 1 2 )^ 1 2 >+18<^ 2 , x12>3 = 0
for allXi^V-to xl2^V12 and#2eV2.
Proof. For x=x1+x12+x2 we first compute
2)
, X2y Xl2},
where we have used (2.2)
3) < {xxx}, {xxx} > = <6«Λχ, ^ > + < Λ ; 1 2 , ^ 2 » ^ I + 3 {X12X12X2} λ
;12, X12/ [\X\, X
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In (1.3) we equate expressions of type (n, m, k)> i.e., which are homoge-
neous of degree n (resp. my k) in x1 (resp. x12y x2). We get
(6,0,0): 0 =
(5,1,0): does not appear
(5,0,1): does not appear
(4,2,0): 0 = 3-36O!, ^> 2<^ 1 2, x12>—%xly ^>-12<^, ^><^ 1 2 , x12>
— 9<tf12, X12y*(KXl, Λ?i> 2 +18 3 < ^ , Λ?i>2<Λ?i2, # i 2 >
(4,1,1): does not appear
(4,0,2): 0 = - 9 <*2, x2>6<^, ^ 1 > 2 +18 3<x1, ^> 2<^ 2, x?>
(3,3,0): does not appear
(3,2,1): 0 = 3 36<^, x
x
χ {x
λ
x2xl2}, Λ? 1 2 >-9 12<^, ^ > < {xλx2xl2}, x12>
(3,1,2): does not appear
(3,0,3): does not appear
(2,4,0): 0 = 36<>12, x12>
which is equivalent to (2.4)
(2,3,1): does not appear
(2,2,2): 0 = 2- 36<^, x,Xx12y xl2Xx,
9 1 1/\> V \/Ύ Ύ> N/v V \
s l^ /\iA-^ j <Λ'l/\tΛ'2> 4^2/\^12> **Ί2/ T" ^ ^ ^\*^1> 1^l/\ i^12) l^12/\<Λ/2> *^2/
which is equivalent to (2.3)
(2,1,3): does not appear
(1,5,0); does not appear
( J., i*, i ) . \J — / ^ L\JK^2y X\%/\ J- l # l ) #2/^12> 12/ I N <L#12#12#12J > \^'i^2^12.Γ /
— ^\#12> #12/ N \#l#2#12j > #12/>
which is equivalent to (2.6)
(1,3,2): does not appear
+Δ*)%j \ v/ — %J %j\J\tλ/2) ^ 2 / χ 1*^ 1*^ 2 12f > *^12/ •* ^rf\*^'2> " ^ 2 / \ \*^'lc^2 12J ) ^ 1 2 /
(1,1,4): does not appear
(1,0,5): does not appear
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(0,6,0): 0 = < {x12x12x12}, {xl2xl2xl2} >—9<x l2y x12\ {x12x12x12}, xi2>
which is (2.7)
(0,5,1): does not appear
(0,4,2): 0 = 36<>12, x12>\x2f x2>+% {x12x12x2} i,
-\-12\x2, x2/\\Xι2Xι2Xi2} > X\2/—9 12\#2,
"\Λ!2, X2/\ {^ 12^12^12} 9 Xi2/~τ3ml.O\Xι, #i/\#i2> X\2/
which is equivalent to (2.5).
The remaining identities are trivial.
Lemma 2.3. Let { } be an arbitrary triple system on the finite-dimensional
euclidean space (F, < , •>) which satisfies (2.1.a) to (2.1.g). Then
a) trace T(xiy x12)=0for i=\, 2, trace T(xly x2)=tnace(T(xly x2)\ V12)
b) trace T(xly x^ζxx, x^ 2(2+dim Fi+dim F12)
trace T(x2, x2)=ζx2, ^2>2(2+dim F 2+dim FJ2)
c) trace T(xi2y Xi2)=ζx12y #i2> 2(dim Fi+dim F2)+trace T(x12y x12) \ F12.
Proof, a) By (2.1) we know T(xly x^V^V^O and T(xly x2)V12(zV12y
hence trace T(xly x2)=trace (T(xly x2) \ F12). From (2.1) we get T(xly ^i2)FiC F12,
T(xly x12) F 1 2C V1 + F 2 and T(xly x12)V2 C F12. Therefore trace T(xly xl2) = 0.
Similarly trace T(x2y ^ 1 2 )=0.
b) can be read off from (2.1.d) and (2.1.e).
c) follows from (2.1.g), (2.1.i) and (2.1.k).
Lemma 2.4. Let {•••} be an arbitrary triple system on the finite-dimen-
sional euclidean vector space (F, <( , •)>) which satisfies (2.1.a) to (2.1.g) and (2.3).
a) Let (xV) be an orthonormal basis of Viy i=l, 2. Then for every x^Vi with
ζxiy Xi)= 1 we have
(2.8) [T{x
u
 xψ)T{x
u
 *? ))+T(x l y «?')2X*i, xψ)} I Vn = 28jkId
and
(2.8)' [T(xγ\ x2)T(x[k\ x2)+T(x[k\ x2)T(xγ\ x2)] | F1 2 = 28jkId.
b) If dim F
:
> 2 or dim F 2 >2, then trace (T(xly x2) \ F 1 2)=0.
Proof, a) By linearization we get from (2.3)
[T(xly x2)T(xly y?)+T(xly y2 )T(xly x2)] \ F 1 2 = 2<^, x^x2y y2>Id,
which implies a).
b) It is enough to show trace T(xly x2j))=0 for ζxl9 ^ ^ = 1 . From a) we
know [T(xly x(2j)) I V12]2=Idy hence F1 2 is the direct sum of the eigenspaces of
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T(xly x2J)) for the eigenvalues 1 and — 1 . By assumption there exists a k
different from j. Then (2.8) implies that T(xly x(2k)) interchanges the two
eigenspaces of T(xly x2j))y which therefore have the same dimension. Thus
trace T(xly x(2j))=0.
Lemma 2.4.a shows that (T(xly xψ) \ V12) for <xu x^=l and (T(x[j\ x2) | F12)
for ζx2y x2y= 1 are examples of Clifford systems. In general, a Clifford system
is a tuple (P
o
, •• ,P W ) of symmetric endomorphisms on a finite dimensional
Euclidean vector space W such that
PjPk+PkPj = 2SjkId
holds. With every Clifford system is associated a totally symmetric triple pro-
duct
{xyz} = O, y>z+<y, #>+<*, x>y
r 0
which satisfies (1.1) to (1.3). Such triple systems are called formal FKM-
trίples. If ra>0 and ^ dim V— m—1>0, a formal FKM-triple also satisfies
(1.4), i.e., it is isoparametric; in this case it is called an isoparametric triple
system of FKM-type. These triple systems are studied in [5], the correspond-
ing hypersurfaces in [6].
Theorem 2.5. a) Let V be an isoparametric triple system of algebra type
relative to (e
u
 e2). Put V1=Re1®Vΰ, V12=V12(eu e2) and V2=Re2®V22. Then
(2.9) dim V
λ
 = dim V2 = m2+1 > 2 , dim F 1 2 = 2m,>0
(2.10) T(x
u
 x2)2x12 = ζxl9 xλ
[r\ X2)X12
r = o
where x^ * and x2
r
^ are arbitrary orthonormal bases of V1 and V2
(2.12) 1^ 12^ 12^ 12J = = "\^12> ^12/^ 12 3[\Λ?12, X\2yX\2 Z J V Λ 2 J ^ 12/^r^l2j
where P
r
 = T(x
u
 x2
r)) \ V12 with ζxly Λ?X> = 1 or Pr = T(x[r\ x2) \ V12
with ζx2y x2y = 1.
b) Conversely, let V
x
> V12 and V2 be euclίdean vector spaces and T: V1xV2-^
End V12 be a bilinear map such that T(xly x2) is self-adjoint for every #f ^  F",-.
If in addition, there exist positive integers mly m2 such that (2.9) to (2.11) are
satisfied, then T can be uniquely extended to a triple system on the orthogonal sum
such that V becomes an isoparametric triple system with con-
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stants mly m2 which is of algebra type relative to ely e2for all e^Vi with <£t , £, > = 1 .
Proof, a) As already mentioned, V satisfies (2.1.a) to (2.1.g) and (2.9).
Hence, by Lemma 2.2., it also satisfies (2.3) to (2.7). Obviously (2.3) and
(2.10) are identical. By multiplying (2.4) with ζx2y x2y and (2.5) with (xly x{>
w e g e t O 2 , Λ I 2 X { Λ 12.X?12X?1}2, {#12*12*1} 2 > = < # 2 > ^ 2 > < {^12^12^2} i>, {#i2#i2*2} i> N o w
)#i> ^(2r)ϋ>Λ?2r) and the analogous expression for {#12#12a?2} x imply
2 2
\X2y X2/ 2^ \1 [Xly X2 )#i2, Λ?i2/ = \#1> # 1 / Zlι \-* (#1 > #2/#21>
from which we obtain (2.11) by differentiating with respect to x12. To derive
(2.12) we note that (2.4) with ζxl9 x^=l is equivalent to
2
\ 1 (Λ?i2)^ i2> #12/ = ^ \#12> #12/ ^ Z-J \*rX12> #12/
where P
r
=T(xly x2r)) \ V12. Another differentiation with respect to x12 gives
(2.12). Using (2.5) instead of (2.4) we get the same expression for {#12*12*12}
b) We define {#12X12*12} by (2.12) and remark that this makes sense because
of (2.11). The remaining triple products are defined by (2.1.b) to (2.1.g) and
Lemma 2.1. To prove (1.3) it suffices to show (2.4) to (2.7). Assume
<#i> # i > = l then we have 6<>12, #i2>
2
—<2X#i2)#i2> # i 2 > = 3 Σ <^(#i, #2r))#i2» #i2> 2=
3 Σ <Cϊ1(#i2)#i> #(2r)>2=::3<{#i2Xi2%}2) {#i2#i2#i}2>> which shows (2.4). By a similar
computation (2.5) follows. To prove (2.6) we may again assume (xiy Λi)>—1.
We get <Γ(#!, * 2 ) * 1 2 , T(xly x2r))x12>-=V2<[T(xly x2)T(xly x2r))+T(xly x2r))T{xly #2)]
#i2, #i2>=r<#2> #2
r )X#i2, #i2> by L e m m a 2.4.a. Hence <Γ(# 1 , #2)#i2, 7Ί(#i2)#i2>—
6Ol2, #12><71(#1, #2)#12, #12>=— 3 Σ<T(#1> #2r))#12, # 1 2 X ^ 1 , Λ?2)#12ι T(XlJ #2°)#12>
= — 3<ΛJ12, Λ?12>Σ<^(#1 ) #2r))#12> #12><#2, # 2 ° > = ~ 3 <^j2, * 1 2 > < % #2) #12, #12>,
which implies (2.6). We note that (2.7) is satisfied if and only if the restriction
of the triple product to V12 satisfies (1.3). But this follows from the definition
of the triple product on V12: it is the dual triple (see 1.5) of a formal FKM-
triple as defined above. Since the latter satisfies (1.3), the former satisfies (1.3)
too. Therefore our triple product on V satisfies (1.3).
Obviously, dim V=2(m2-\-l+m1). To prove the second equation of (1.4)
we apply Lemma 2.3. We get trace T(xiy #y)=0 for z'Φ;, xk^Vk because of
Lemma 2.4.b. Further, trace T(x{) = 2<>, , #,->(2 + m2 + 1 + Imj = <2xh x{>
(3-\-2m1Jrm2). By definition, we have
T(x12)y12 = 2<Λ;12, Λr12>
and therefore trace(T(x12) \ V12)=(x12y # 1 2 X4m 1 +4—2(m 2 +l)) because t r a c e P r = 0
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and <P
r
xl2, PrXi2> = <Xu, *i2> Thus trace T(x12) = 2<>12,
2—(m2+l))=2<ix12j Xι2y(3+2mι+m2). This shows that the triple product on V
also satisfies (1.4). Hence V is an isoparametric triple system.
Finally, for ^ ε Γ f with ζe(, *f > = l we conclude from (2.1) that (eiy e2) are
orthogonal tripotents with V1=V11(eu e2) and V10(eu e2)=0=V20(elf e2).
2.2 Let V— VΊtBVuφVz be an isoparametric triple system of algebra type.
From (2.1.g) we derive that (V12y {•••}) is a subtriple of (V, {•••}) which we
abbreviate by V. We also put T(x12y y12)=T(x12y y12)\V12. In this section we
study Fmore closely.
Theorem 2.6. The triple system V is the dual triple of a formal FKM-
triple. In particular, it satisfies (1.1) to (1.3). Put m
x
: =m1—(m2+l) and
ffi2: =m2, then
(2.13) dim V=2(m1+m2+l)
(2.14) trace T(x12, y12) = 2 ( 3 + 2 ^ ! + ^ ) ^ , yl2> .
Proof. The first assertion follows from (2.12) and the definition of a dual
triple in (1.5). Further, by (2.9), we have dim V12=2m1=2(m1—(m2+l)+m2+l)
and by (1.4) and Lemma 2.3.c we get trace T(x12, ^i 2 )=2<^ 1 2 ,
Corollary 2.7. Vis an isoparametric triple system if and only if mι>m2-\-l.
We will see later that F i s not always an isoparametric triple system, i.e., there
are examples with tn^n^+l. However, we have
Lemma 2.8. Let V be an isoparametric triple system of algebra type. Then
m2<mλ.
Proof. By (2.3) we know that Fj->End V12y xι-^T{xι, e2) induces a re-
presentation of the Clifford algebra of (Vly < , •». Hence the assertion follows
from the table of the degrees of the irrducible representations of these Clif-
ford algebras (see [1] or [5] 2.2).
Another proof of Lemma 2.8 runs as follows. Let V be of algebra type
relative to (ely e2). Then el2^VX2 with ζe12, e12y is a maximal tripotent by [3]
(2.13) and Lemma 5.4 and has the following Peirce spaces (see [4])
V3(e12) = ( F u θ F 2 2 ) fl F 3 (e 1 2 )θ VT2 f] V3(e12)
V&u) = ( F
n
0 F 2 2 ) Π V1(eJ2)®Vτ2 Π V1(e12)®(Vt2QRe12).
Moreover, dάm(V
u
®V22)ΠV3(eVi) = dim(Vn®V22)Γ{V1(e]2). We put n: =
dim(Vγ2f]V3(e12)) and get trace T(e12) = 3(dim Vu + n+ί)+ dim Vn +
(dim VT2—n)+dim Vΐ2—l=4 (m2+l)+2m1 + 2n+2 = 2(3+m1+2m2+n) which,
by (1.4), equals 2(3+2m 1 +m 2 ) and therefore m2-\-n=m1. This proves m2<mλ.
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REMARK. By Lemma 2.8 we know m2<mx. In sections 3, 4 and 5 we
will discuss the following three cases separately:
a) w^X), i.e., m{>m2-\-\y
b) m 1=0, i.e., m1=m2+ly and
c) nι1=l, i.e., mλ=m2.
2.3. An isomorphism between isoparametric triple systems (¥y {* }F)
(W, { ~}
w
) i s a n orthogonal map φ: ¥—> W such that φ{xxx}
v
= {φxy φx> φx}w
holds for every x^V. One says that V and W are equivalent if V is isomorphic
to W or to W '^, i.e., if there exists an orthogonal map φ: ¥->W such that
φ{xxx}
v
={φx, φx, φx}
w
 or φ{xxx)
v
=9ζx> x)φx— {φxy φx, φx}w>
Lemma 2.9. Let V and W be isoparametric triple systems of algebra type
and assume m2(V)<im1(V). Then V and W are equivalent if and only if V and
W are isomorphic.
Proof. Assume V and W are isomorphic. Then m2(W')=m2(V)<mι(V)
^m^W) and since m2(yV')=mλ{W\ mi(Wf)=m2(W) we have m^W^m^W),
which contradicts Lemma 2.8. The lemma now follows easily.
REMARK. If we assume that V and W are isoparametric triples of algebra
type such that V and W are isomorphic we get, by the same argument as in
the proof above, that m
ι
{W)=m2(W). Theorem 5.17 shows that in this case
W is homogeneous, in particular, W is of algebra type relative to every pair of
orthogonal tripotents, hence [3] Corollary 5.19 implies that W cannot be of
algebra type. This proves that the assumption m2(V)<m1(V) in the lemma
above is not necessary.
We have the following characterization of isomorphisms leaving invariant
corresponding Peirce spaces.
Theorem 2.10. Let ¥=¥^¥^¥2 be an isoparametric triple system of
algebra type and φji ¥ j—> Wjy j=ly 12 and 2, orthogonal maps from Vj onto some
euclίdean vector spaces Wj.
a) For Xi^Wiy i=ly 2, we define
(2.15) T
w
(xly x2)I Wl2 = φl2Tv{φTιxly φ2lx2)φTl
Then there exists a unique extension of T
w
(xly x2)x12 to a triple product on W==
ί^iΘW^w®^ such that W becomes an isoparametric triple system of algebra type
with mi(W)=mi(¥) and φ=φλ®φλ2®φ2 an isomorphism from ¥ to W.
b) // W=W
x
®Wl2@W2 is already an isoparametric triple system of algebra
type, then φ=φι®φ12(Bφ2 is an isomorphism if and only if (2.15) is satisfied.
Proof, a) It is easy to check that (2.9) to (2.11) are satisfied with
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Hence the first part of a) follows from Theorem 2.5.b. Further, define
on Wan isoparametric triple system {•••}" by {xyz}~ = φ({φ~1x, φ~λy, φ~1z}v)l
then { β }~ is again of algebra type and we have Wi=Wi. Obviously,
{xιX2xl2} ~ = {x\X2xι^w\ therefore the uniqueness statement of Theorem 2.5
implies {« }~= {# }^ > i e > Φ * s a n isomorphism.
b) If φ is an isomorphism, then, obviously, (2.15) is satisfied. If (2.15)
is satisfied, the assertion follows from a).
3. The case m1>m2+l
In this section we consider isoparametric triple systems of algebra type
with m1>m2+l. We already know that in this case the subsystem V12 is the
dual of an FKM-triple and we will show that even V is the dual of an FKM-
triple. The proof makes use of the following theorem which characterizes
when an isoparametric triple of algebra type is the dual of an FKM-triple.
Theorem 3.1. Let V=V1®V12®V2 be an isoparametric triple system of
algebra type relative to (ely e2). Then V is the dual of an FKM-Znpfe if and
only if there exists a bilinear map h: V2xV2-^>Vλ which satisfies for all x2y
(3.1) h(x2y x2) = <*2, tf2X
(3.2) <Jι(x2y y 2 ) , h(x2y y2)> = <* 2 , x2><y2i y2>
(3.3) T(h(x2, y2), y2)ul2 = < j 2 , y2>T(el9 x2)u12for all
In this case, let x°, '"yx
m
, m=m2y be an orthonormal basis of V2, then V is an
FKM-triple relative to (P
o
, •••, P
m
) where
P . = -T(el9
Proof. We apply [5] Theorem 5.4 for c=ei9 g=Id and conclude that V
is an FKM-triple iff there exist a bilinear map h: V2xV2->V1($V12 such that
the following conditions hold
a) h(x29 x2)=O2> ^2)^1, X2 <Ξ V2
b) <Jι{x29 y2)9 h(x2) y2)>=<x2y XzXy* J 2 >, ^2, yi e V2
c) y2°h(x29 y2)=09 x2yy2^V2
2, h(x29 y2), u12}y v12y=<x2ou12y v12y for j > 2 ^ 2 > <^2, ^ 2 > = 1 and
Obviously, (3.1) and (3.2) are identical with a) and b). By (2.10) the condition
c) is equivalent to h(x2y y2)^Vly i.e., h: V2xV2-^Vι. Finally, d) is satisfied
iff (3.3) is satisfied since T(el9 x2)u12(=V12 by (2.1.h).
Theorem 3.2. Let V be an isoparametric triple system with m{>m2-\-\.
Then there are equivalent:
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(1) V is of algebra type.
(2) V is the dual of an FKM-triple and m2=\, 3 or 7.
Proof. The implication (2)=#>(1) follows from [5] Theorem 7.4. (Note
Uι?itm2(V)=m1{Vf).)
We assume now (1) and choose an isometry/2: V2-^V1. Then U=VX and
P(u, v) = T(u, fΊιv)\Vl2y uy v^Vly fulfill the assumptions of [5] Theorem 8.8.
Hence, by [5] Corollary 8.9, there exist a composition algebra (/?, •) with
dim
Λ
/7>2, i.e., rf=Cy H, or O, and isometries Fji Vx-^^yj=Oy 1, 2, such that
T(xly x2)\Vl2=T(eiJ Fό\F1(x1yF2of2(x2)))9 x^Vly x2(ΞV2.
We put /7=/71=/J29 φ1=F1, φ2 = F2of2 and To: /7-»EndF12: a->T(ely Fύιά).
Then T(φTιay φ2~1b)=To(a-b), a, b<=4 a n d Theorem 2.10 shows that we may
replace V by the isomorphic triple system HP= ^ 101^20^2 which has the
property {aφ2xl2} = T0(a b)x12.
It is now easy to prove that W (and hence V) is the dual of an FKM-triple.
We consider the bilinear map h: rfx/?-*/?: (a, b)->ab where b denotes the
canonical involution of /?. Well-known properties of rf show that h satisfies
a) h(a, a)=ζa, dy 1, where 1 is the unit element of A
b) <%, 6), A(α, ft)>=<α, a><b, δ>
c) T(h(a, b)ly *2)tt12=To(fl5 6)tt12=<ft, b>T(a)u12=<:by b>T(l, a2)u12.
Hence (3.1) to (3.3) of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled and the theorem follows.
REMARK. Let V be an isoparametric triple of algebra type with m
ι
>m2
J
r\.
Then V is the dual of an FKM-triple and m2=l, 3 or 7, but not (mly m2)=
(1, 1), (2, 1), (4, 3), or (8, 7).
4. The case m
x
=m2 +1
In this section we classify isoparametric triple systems of algebra type with
m1=m2+l. We will see that such triples are built up from composition triples
where in this paper (in contrast to [8]!) a composition triple is a triple system
(•••): XχXχX-*X on a finite-dimensional euclidean vector space (Xy < , •»
which permits composition, i.e., <(ΛJ, y, z)y (xy yy z)y=ζxy #Xy, JvX^, z} holds
for every xy yy z^X. Let L(xy y)^End X be defined by L(xy y)z=(xy yy z)
and let L(xy j/)* denote the adjoint of L(xy y). Then (•••) is a composition
triple if and only if L(x, y)*L(xy y)=(χ, x)(yy y}Id which is equivalent to
L(x, y)L(x, y)*=(x, Λ?X.y, y)Id> Hence (•••) is a composition triple if and only
if (•••)*, where (x, yy z)*=L(xy y)*zy is again a composition triple. We call
(.-)* the dual of (•-).
In the following lemma we construct an isoparametric triple system on the
orthogonal sum of four copies of X. To distinguish them, the summands are
written as Xely Xe2y Xe12 and Xe12.
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Theorem 4.1. Let (•••) be a composition triple on X with dim X>2. De-
fine V
x
=Xely V2=Xe2y V12=Xe12®Xe12 and
(4.1) T(xel9 ye2)(ze12®we12) = (x, y, w)*e12®(x, y, z)T12.
Then T can be uniquely extended to an isoparametric triple system on V=V
λ
@
Vl2®V2 which is of algebra type and has (m^V), m2(V))=(2, 1), (4, 3) or (8, 7).
Proof. For every y^X with <j>, χ > = l we can define an algebra " J _ " on
X by xj_z=(x, y, z). From the defining identities of a composition triple it
follows that this algebra permits composition: <(#_]_#, #J_# >=<(#, #><(#, zy. It
is therefore well-known (see e.g., [7]) that dim
Λ
 X=l, 2, 4 or 8 where we have
ruled out the first case by the assumption dim X>2.
We are going to apply part b) of Theorem 2.5. First note that, by de-
finition, T(xelJ ye2) is a self-adjoint endomorphism. Using the notation of
Theorem 2.5 we get (m
u
 m2)=(2, 1), (4, 3) or (8, 7), thus, in particular, (2.9)
holds. The theorem will follow if we can verify (2.10) and (2.11). To prove
(2.10) we have <T(xely ye2)(ze12+we12), T(xelyye2)(zeu+we12y=φyy, z)y (x,yy z)y
+<L(tf, y)*w, L(x, y)*wy^<xy xyζy, ;/>(<>, zy+<zv, «;», since L(x, y)*L(x, y)
=<x, xyζy,yyid implies L(x, y)L(x,y)*=ζxy xyζy, yyid. Hence (2.10) follows.
To verify (2.11) we may assume ζx
u
 xiy=l=(x2, x2y. Let y(r)e2 be an
orthonormal basis of V2=Xe2. Then <#, zy~
ι/2T(xely y(r)e2)ze12(resp. ζw, ZU>~1/2
T(xely y(r)e2)we12) is an orthonormal basis for Xe12 (resp. Xe12) by (2.10) for
(resp. W^FO) and we get
Σ
r
 <T(xe
u
 y(r)e2)(ze12+we12), zeu+ueu>T(xel9 y(r)e2)(ze12+we12)
= 2 Σ r <T(xe
u
 y{r)e2)zel2, we12yT(xely
+ 2 Σ r <T(xel9 fr)e2)wel2y ze12yT(xely y
Because we get the same result if we start with an orthonormal basis in Vly
the formula (2.11) follows.
The isoparametric triple system constructed in Lemma 4.1 will be called
the isoparametric triple system associated with the composition triple system (•••).
Theorem 4.2. Let V be an isoparametric triple system of algebra type with
m1=m2+'ί. Then V is isomorphίc to an isoparametric triple system associated
with a composition triple.
Proof. We choose a\2^V\2 with <α^2, αi
+
2>=l. We may apply [4] and
have m 1 + l = dimF3(αi%) = dimF 1 +dίm(F3(αί 2 ) Π Vϊ2). But d i m F 1 = m 2 + l = m ,
whence dim Vz(at2) Π V^2=\. We therefore can find an aj2^ Vϊ2, <β\2, «Γ2>=1
which satisfies {at2at2aT2} = 3αΓ2. We apply [3] Lemma 4.5.b and get
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{aT2aT2at2} =3aΐ2. As an easy consequence we see that e12=X(at2+aT2) and
el2=z\(μt2—ciϊi) are orthogonal minimal tripotents of V.
We form the Peirce decomposition of V relative to (e12y e12) and denote
the corresponding Peirce spaces by F,
 ; . Then Vx(&V2ClVιz by [4]. But
dim(V1@>V2) = 2(m2+l) = 2m1 = ώm V12 by [3] Corollary 5.5. Hence Vλ®V2
- y i 2 and V12=V12nVQ{e12)φV}2f]V0{e12)y where Vl2f] V0{e12)=Re12®ΫΓi®Ϋ10
and V12ΓiV0(e12)=Re12®Ϋ2-2+V20. Because {V10e12Ϋ2Q} czV12Γ\V12=0 we con-
clude V1Q=0=V2Q by [3] Corollary 5.12. We now choose x1^Vly x2^V2 and
Xi2^n=Re12®Ϋny O 1 2 , X12>=1. Then xly x2(=V2(x12) = [V2(e12)®Re12]ΘRxi2
by [3] Lemma 2.12.d. But then {x
x
x2xl2} e V0(x12) =Vo(e12) by [3] (2.5) and [3]
Theorem 5.15. We have thus proved T(xly x2)Vn=V22; hence, by symmetry,
T(xly x2)V22dVn. In particular, we have dim Vn=άimV22=m1=m2-{-l = dimVi.
We may therefore choose isometries φ, : V22->Viy i=\y 2 and φ12: V22-> Vu and
define a triple system (•••) on V22 by (xy yy z)={φλxy φ2y, φi2z}y which permits
composition because of (2.10). Using Theorem 2.10 it is now easy to check
that V is isomorphic to the triple system associated with (•••).
We will now investigate the isomorphism problem for isoparametric triple
systems associated with composition triples. Two composition triples (Xy (~-)~)
and (X, (•••)) are said to be isotopic if there exist orthogonal maps i^ : X->Xy
i=0y 1, 2, 3, such that F0(xy yy z)~=(FiXy F2yy F3z). They are called equiv-
alent if (•• )~ is isotopic to (•••) or to (•••)*.
Theorem 4.3. Isoparametric triple systems associated with equivalent com-
position triples are isomorphic.
Proof. Let (jf, ( ~)~) and (X, (•••)) be isotopic and define
φ .
:
 Ϋ. = X
βi -> Vι = Xer. xe{ -> (Fixfc for i = 1, 2 and
Φi2: V12 ^ F 1 2 : zel2@wel2 -> (F3z)e12®(F0W)e12.
Then φ12{xely ye2y ze12®we12} = {φλ{xel2)y φ2{ye2)y φi2(ze12ξBwe12)} follows. There-
fore φ = φ i θ φ i 2 θ φ 2 is an isomorphism by Theorem 2.10. To prove the
theorem it now suffices to show that the isoparametric triples V and F *
associated with (•••) and (•••)* are isomorphic. We define φ 1 2 : Xe12(BXe12-+
Xe12(BXe12: zel2@wel2->wel2ξ&zel2. Using the definition (4.1) of the triple sys-
tem associated with (•••) resp. (•••)*> a trivial verification shows φ12T(xely ye2) \ V12
— T*{xely ye2)φ12. Hence, again by Theorem 2.10, the triple systems V and F *
are isomorphic.
REMARK. The results below show that isoparametric triple systems asso-
ciated with composition triples are equivalent (which, by Lemma 2.9, is the
same as isomorphic) if and only if the composition triples are equivalent.
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The classification of isotopy classes of composition triples (over arbitrary
fields) was carried out by K. McCrimmon. As a special case of [8] Theorem
7.6 we get
Theorem 4.4. Every composition triple is isotopic to one of the following
triples on a real composition division algebra A with unit (i.e., rf=Ry C, the qua-
ternions H, or the octonίons O):
a) (Λ, by c)=abcfor /?=R, C
b) (a, b, c)=abc or acb or bac for /Ϊ=H
c) (Λ, by c)=(ab)c, a(bc), (ac)b, a(cb), (ba)c or b(ac)for /1=O.
These triples are pairwise nonisotopic.
Corollary 4.5. Every composition triple is equivalent to exactly one of the
following triples defined on A\
a) (α, by c)=abcfor /?=R, C
b) (α, b, c)=abc or acb for rf=H
c) (α, b, c)=(ab)c, a(bc) or (ac)b for ZΪ=O.
Proof. Since equivalence is a weaker equivalence relation than isotopy it
remains to consider the composition triples of Theorem 4.4. Let (a, b, c) be
respectively (ab)c or a(bc) or (ac)b. Then it is easy to show that (a, b, c)* is
φa)cy b(ac)y a(cb) respectively hence is isotopic to (ba)cy resp. b(ac), resp. a(cb).
This implies the corollary.
Up to now we have proved that each isoparametric triple system of alge-
bra type with m1==m2+l is isomorphic to a triple system associated with one
of the following composition triples defined on a real composition division
algebra /tf:
abc for /? = C
abc or acb for /? = H
(ab)Cy a(bc) or (ac)b for /? = O .
In the sequel we will show that these isoparametric triples are pairwise non-
isomorphic.
L e m m a 4.6. Let V be the isoparametric triple system associated with the
composition triple (•••) on τ<7=C, Hy or O.
a) // (Λ, by c)=(ab)c, then V is an FKM-triple.
b) // (α, by c)={ac)b and Ά=H or O, then V is not an FKM-triple.
c) // (α, by c)=a(bc) and 4=0, then V is not an FKM-triple.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, V is an FKM-triple if and only if there exists
a bilinear map h: Άe2^Άe2-^Άeγ\ (ae29 be2)->h(ay b)eλ satisfying (3.1) to (3.3),
where (3.3) in the case under consideration is equivalent to
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(*) (Hχ> y)> y>z) = <y> y>(ι> χ>*) f o r a 1 1 *>
a) We put h(xy y)=xy. Then (3.1) and (3.2) follow and (*) is easily verified.
This proves a).
In the cases b) and c) we show that (*) yields a contradiction: In the case
b) (*) is equivalent to (h(x, y)z)y=ζy, yyzx which holds if and only if h(xy y)z
={zx)y. For z=ί this implies h(xy y)=xy and thus we have (xy)z=(zx)y
which gives yz=zy for all yy z^H or O, a contradiction. In the case c) we
conclude similarly h(xy y){yz) = (yy yyxz, hence h{xy y) = xy and (xy)(yz) =
<(j>, yyxz. Substituting x=wy shows (y, yyw(yz)— (y, yy(wy)z, i.e., /I is
associative, a contradiction.
In [5] we introduced the following special Clifford systems. For rf=H, O
let (#i=l, x2y •••, xm) be an orthonormal basis oΐ:rf. We identify Rim with
the orthogonal sum F==/70/70τ<70/7 and define the definite (m, m—\) family
on V by
= a@—b@c®—d
for 1 <j <m .
The indefinite (rn, m— l)-family (Q
o
, •••, Q
m
) is given by
for \<j<m .
It was proved in [5] § 6:
Theorem 4.7. The FKM-triples corresponding to the definite and indefi-
nite (4, 3)- resp.y (8, Ί)-famίly are of algebra type, but not isotnorphίc {and hence
not equivalent).
Since the isoparametric triples of Theorem 4.7 satisfy the assumption of
this section they are isomorphic to a triple system associated with a composi-
tion triple:
Lemma 4.8. a) The FKM-triple corresponding to the indefinite (my m—\)
famίly is isomorphic to the triple system associated with the composition triple
(ay by c)=a(bc)for Ά=Hy resp. O.
b) The FKM-triple corresponding to the definite (4, 3)- resp., (8, 7)-, family
is isomorphic to the triple system associated with the composition triple (α, b, c)=
(aήbfor /?=H, resp. O.
Proof, a) The results of [5] § 6 imply that the decomposition of V con-
structed in the proof of Theorem 4.2 can be realized as V
λ
= {<z©0®0®0;
* * ^ — * ^ Λ.t-1 ^ — — — W J - ^ — X — — w -—•*' ^ ^
By definition of the triple product of an FKM-triple we get {Λ;®0®0®0,
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0 0 0 0 0 0 j ; , 0000*00} = 0 0 ^ 0 0 0 0 with w = (f<<pc
r
, yz>x
r
)x = (zy)x=
%(yz). Hence the corresponding composition triple is isotopic to (a, ft, c)=a(bc).
The case b) follows similarly.
Finally, we want to recall the following special examples of homogeneous
isoparametric triple systems, defined in [3] § 1.5: F=Mat(2, 2; /?) for /7=C, H
with <#, y} — 1/^ trace(^+x*y) and {xxx^^βx^x. The corresponding con-
stants (mly m2) are (2,1) for /?=C and (4, 3) for Ά—H. We can now state the
main theorem of this section:
Theorem 4.9. Let V be an isoparametric triple system. Then V is of al-
gebra type with m
ι
=m2-\-\ if and only if V is ίsomorphίc to exactly one of the
triple systems associated with the following composition triples:
a) /7=Cy (a, ft, c)=abc, (mly m2)=(2, 1).
In this case V is ίsomorphic to Mat (2, 2; C) which is a realization of
theFKM-triple (2, 1) and V is ίsomorphic to the FKM-triple (1,2).
b) 4=H, (Λ, ft, c)=abc, K , m2)=(4y 3).
In this case V is isomorphic to the FKM-triple corresponding to the in-
definite (4, 3)-family. Further, V is isomorphic to the FKM-triple (3, 4).
c) 4=H, (a, ft, c)=acb, (mly m2)=(4, 3).
In this case V is isomorphic to the FKM-triple corresponding to the de-
finite (4, 3)-family. Moreover, V is also isomorphic to Mat (2, 2; H).
d) /J=O, (a, b, c)=(ab)c, (mly m2)=(8y 7).
In this case V is isomorphic to the FKM-triple (7, 8).
e) 4=O, {a, b, c)=a(bc)y (mly w2)=(8, 7).
In this case V is isomorphic to the FKM-triple corresponding to the in-
definite (β,7)-family.
f) /7=O, (a, ft, c)=(ac)b, K , ni2)=(8, 7).
In this case V is isomorphic to the FKM-triple corresponding to the
definite (8, Ί)-family.
Proof. If V is of algebra type with m
x
=m2+\y then we already know that
V is isomorphic to a triple system associated with one of the composition
triples in a)-f). Hence it remains to show that these triples are pairwise non-
isomorphic and to prove the various realizations.
From Lemma 4.6.a. we derive the statement about V in the cases a), b)
and d) since there is only one FKM-triple of type (1, 2), (3, 4) and (7, 8).
Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 imply that, in the cases b), c), e) and f), V is an
FKM-triple as stated. They also show that b) and c) and e) and f) are pair-
wise nonisomorphic. Further, e) and f) are not isomorphic to d), because of
Lemma 4.6.b) and c).
Finally, Mat(2, 2; /J), /7=C, H, is of algebra type and hence isomorphic
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to the case a) for /tf=C. In the case /?=H it is easy to compute the corre-
sponding composition triple; we thus get c).
REMARKS. 1) It has been shown in [5] §6 that the FKM-triple corre-
sponding to the indefinite (4, 3)-family is equivalent to the FKM-triple (3, 4)
but is not isomorphic to the FKM-triple corresponding to the definite (4, 3)-
family. Moreover, it has been proved that the FKM-triple (7, 8) and the two
(8, 7)-families are pairwise inequivalent.
2) As a corollary of Theorem 4.9 we get that a triple system associated
with a composition triple on A with (a, b, c)={ac)b or (α, b, c)=a(bc) is of FKM-
type. This can also be shown directly, as indicated by the following. We use
our standard representation of V = rfe1(Brfe12(Brfe12@/7e2 as introduced above.
Let (x
ί9 •••, xm) be an orthonormal basis of /^ with x1=l. In case T(ael9 be2)ce12
=(ac)be12 we define
hj0 = \(xje12® -Xje12) = -hoj, \<j<my
hik = λ(#yΛ*eiθ*jff**2) > l<jyk<m,
hjΊ = e =X(e1(Be2), 0 < ; <m ,
and in case T(ael9 be2)ce12=a(bc)e12 we put
hj0 = \(xjeuφ —Xjβu) = —hoj,
= e =\(e1@e2), 0<; <m .
Then (hjk) is an FKM-family (see [5] §4) relative to yo=e=\(eι®(—e2))9yj=
X(Xjel2®Xjel2), \<j<m. This is seen by a straightforward but lengthy com-
putation using standard facts about composition algebras and the following
description of the Peirce spaces of yj (see [3] §5, [4]):
V3(e) = Re®Vr2, Vλ{e) = V
and in the first case
and in the second case
V3{yj) = Rhoj®{ae1®ae2; α
5. The case m1—m2
5.1. We first prove some elementary results and reduce the classification prob-
lem to a problem for the real division algebras R, C, H or O.
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L e m m a 5.1. Let (Vy {•••}) be an isoparametric triple which is of algebra
type relative to ely e2. Then the following are equivalent
1) m1=m2y
2) each element of V12(elf e2) is a scalar multiple of maximal trίpotent,
3) {#12*12*12} = 3<>12> * 12>#12 fOr a ί l *12 ^  V\2'
Proof. (1)«(3): Choose e\2(ΞV\2 with ζe\2, έ?ϊ2>=l. From [4] we get
7 ^ + l ^ d i m V3(e\2)=d\m F n + d i m V3(e\2) Π Vϊί- But dim Vu = m2+ί whence
^(^12) Π Vγ2=0 if and only if m1=m2. Since we always have V\2QRe12czV1(e\2)
we see that m
ϊ
~m2 is equivalent to {#!2^12^12}—^12, Ji2/>#i2+2<#ί2, ^12^12
for every x\2^V\2. This is just another formulation of (3). Obviously (2) and
(3) are equivalent.
As in [3] we put {xe
x
y}^=χoy and {#e2;y} —x*y.
Corollary 5.2. For x\2 e V\2 and mγ—m2 we have
2) = O l 2 ,
Proof. From Lemma 5.1 it follows that {^ i2 i^2<^Γ2ε}^ <\Λ;i2, X\2)XT2 On
the other hand we get {x^u^uxTi} =3(x'i2, x^y^Ti—(^i2o(^i2°^r2S)+^i2*(^i2*^r2S)
from [4] (2.26)', (2.27)'. Since aϋi^xlz^xT^xli^xUoxTί) by [3] (5.20), the
corollary easily follows.
Theorem 5.3. Let (V> {•••}) be an isoparametric triple with m
λ
—m2 which
is of algebra type relative to ely e2. Then there exist a real composition division
algebra Ά with unit and isometrίes φ: Vΰ-*Λ, φ
ε
: F ^ - * 7 ^ such that
T(xh, e2)(u
where " — " denotes the canonical involution of Ά.
Proof. We choose at2e Fi
+
2, qΰ e Vju | Λ121 = I ?π I = 1 arbitrarily and fix
it in the sequel. We put aγ2: =q7ι*aΐ2 and define
(1) JΊΪ-Lsϊi: =(yΓi*αi2)*(«π*ΛΓ2).
Since V7ι*V\2aVτ2 and Vΐ2*Vτ2(zVϊu (1) defines an algebra on Vu. We
will show that this algebra is a real composition division algebra with unit qTi-
We first prove that qΰ is the unit of the algebra defined by J_: we first note
that <αΓ2, 0Γ2>=<?Γi, ί i iXβί i , ^ ί2>=l because of (2.10). We apply this and [4]
(2.35) and get qΰ J_#Π=ΛΓ2*(αΪ2*#Γi) = #ϊi. Similarly one has ^Γi*?Γi=
(y7ι*aϊ2)*au=yΰ. Next we show that JL admits composition:
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= (yΰy yϊΊX#ϊi> %ϊi} where we have used Corollary 5.2 and (2.10).
This proves that J_ defines on V
n
 the structure of a real composition division
algebra with unit qΰ. The opposite of this algebra will be denoted by ^, its
unit by 1 and its product by xy=L(x)y. Then xy=#_Ly where X: =2ζx, 1>
1— x=: Ixy i.e., / is an isomorphism of the two algebras. Note that P=id.
We define now φ=idy φ+(u+): =u+*a~, φ_(zΓ): =I(υ~*a+), denoting ar=
af2, and have to prove
(2) φ_(x*u+)=%φ+(u+) for x<=ΞVn, u+£ΞVΪ2
(3) φ+(x*v~)=xφ..(v~) for # e Vτu v~ e Vϊ2.
Obviously, Iφ_(x*u+)=(x*u+)*a+ and I(Xφ+(u+))=x±_I(u+*a-)^(x*a+)*[(2<u+,
a
+yqή—u+*a~)*a~]=2ζu+, a+yx—(x*a+)*u+ (because of qϊi*a~—a+ and Corol-
lary 5.2)=2ζu+, a+>x—2<a+, u+>x+(x*u+)*a+ by linearization of Corollary 5.2.
This proves (2).
Finally,
Iφ+(x*v~) = I{{x*v~)*a~) and I(xφ-(v~))
= xA_(v~*a+) = (x*a+)*((v~*a+)*a~)
ya+—q7i*v~) — 2<α", z;">^—(x*a+)*(q7ι*υ~)
*(?Γi*^"))*^+
4
"—{x*(qΰ*v~))*a+
?Π—(x*v~)*a~ = I((x*v~)*a~).
This proves (3) and hence the lemma.
Corollary 5.4. We have m: =m1 = m2 = l, 2, 4, or 8 α/zd the Clifford-
algebra for (VTu < , •» operates ίrreducϊbly on V12for m=\, 8.
Proof. Every composition algebra has dimension 1, 2, 4 or 8. The sec-
ond assertion follows from the theory of representations of a Clifford algebra
(seee.g.,[l]or[5]).
REMARK 5.5. In what follows we always identify VTu Vtiy VTi and Vj2
with the same real composition division algebra /? (i.e., /7=R> C, the quater-
nions H or the octonians O) such that T(x, e2)(u+®v~) = xv~φxu+ for all
x^VTi=rf, w + e F i 2 = ^ a n d v~^V{2'=^. In this realization we always have
T{x, e2)2\ V12=<x, xyid. Moreover, we know that T(ely y)y y^Vj2 = y<ίy
interchanges V\2 and VTi and from [4] (2.16.a) we get (T(x, y) V?2)i2ζ =
~ [T(x, e2)T(ely y) Vl2 + T(ely y) T(xy e2)v\2]9 6= ± , XEΞVΓU y e V22. We
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thus may write (for aGVά, b€ΞV{i): T(ely y)(a®b)=f(y)b®f(y)*a and
T(xy y){a®b) = [R(xy y)b- %(L{x)f{y)*a +f(y)L(x)a)] ® [R(xy y)*a+ V2(L^)f(y)b
+f{y)*L{x)b] with endomorphisms f(y)y R(x, y) of the real vector space Λ
Obviously, f(y) is linear in y and R(xy y) is linear in x and in y.
We next express the property T(xly x2)2=ζχly x^ζx2y x2>Id in terms of
L(x),f(y) and R(xyy).
Lemma 5.6. The property T(xly x^f^Kxly Λα><#2, oc^Id is equivalent to
(1) fiy)f{yf=<
(2) 0=^)^,
(3) O=f(y)R(x,y)*+R(x,y)f(y)*
(4) R(x, y)*R{x, y)=-
for all x,
Proof. Put x1=ae1+x, x2=βe2+y, xeVΰssrf,y<=Vf2Sί'4, then T(xlt x2)2
= \xι\2\x2\
2Id is equivalent to
[aβT(
ei, e2)+aT(ei, y)+βT(e2, x)+T(x, y)f
= a
2
β
2Id+a2T(
ei, y)2+β21 x 12Id + T(x, j)2+«2/3[Γ(e i, e2)Ί\eu y)
+ T(e
u
 y)T(
ei, e^aβ'me,, e2)T(e2, x)+T(e2, x)T(elt e2)]
+aβ[T(elt e2)T(x , y)+T(x, y)Ί\e1, e2)]
+aβ[T(elf y)T(e2, x)+T(e2, x)T{eλ, y)]+a[Ί\eit y)T{x, y)
+ T(x, y)T(
ei, y)]+β[T(e2, x)T{x, y)+T(x, y)T{e2, *)]
This gives the following list of identities
(L.I) T{
ei,yf=\y\2Id
(L.2) T(x,yγ = \x\2\y\2Id,
(L.3) Ί\e
u
 e2)T(et, y)+Ί\elf y)T(eu e2) = 0 ,
(L.4) T(e
u
 e2)T{e2, x)+ T(e2, x)T(eλ, e2) = 0 ,
(L.5) T(elt e2)T(x, y)+ T(x, y)T(ely e2)+ T(elt y)T(e2, x)+T(e2, x)T(eu y) = 0
(L.6) Ί\e» y)T(x, y)+ T(x, y)T{
eι
, y) = 0,
(L.7) T(e2, x)T(x, y)+T(x, y)T(e2, x) = 0 .
It is easy to see that (L.I) is equivalent to (1) and that (L.3), (L.4) and (L.5)
are trivially satisfied. Further, a simple computation shows that (L.6) is equiv-
alent to (3) and (L.7) is equivalent to (2). Thus only (L.2) remains to be trans-
lated. But \x\2\y\\a®b)
= T(x,y)2(aφb)= {R(x,y)[R(x,y)*a+y2(L(x)f(y)b+f(y)*L(x)b]
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-V2{L(x)f(yr+f(y)L(x))[R(x,y)b-y2(L(X)f(y)*a+f(y)L(x)a)]}
θ {R(x, y)*[R(x, y)b-{L(x)f(y)*a+f(y)L(x)a)]
+ V2{L(x)f{y)+f(yrL(x))[R(x,y)*a+y2(L(x)f(y)b+f(yrL{x)b)]}
whence
(i) R(x, y)R(x, yr+Y4mx)f(y)*+f(y)L(x)Y= \x\2\y\2Id
(ii) R(x,y)*R(x,y)+1A(L(x)f(y)+f(yrL(x)Y= \x\2\y\2Id
and two more equations which are consequences of (2) and (3). It is easy to
verify that (ii) is equivalent to (4). Finally, (i) follows from (1), •••, (4).
REMARK, (i) is equivalent to R(x, y)R(x, y)*=-V±(L(x)f(y)*-f(y)L(%))\
We derive some immediate corollaries of Lemma 5.6.
Corollary 5.7. ker R(x, y)={a^rf; f(y)*L(x)a=L(%)f(y)a}, in particular
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (4) of Lemma 5.6.
Corollary 5.8. [L(ιιήR(x9y)]^x)f(y)]=[L(x)f(yψ all
Proof. Follows immediately from (2) and (3) of Lemma 5.6.
Corollary 5.9. Without loss of generality we may assume f(y)l=y for all
Proof. Let h(y) : =f(y)l. Then h is an isometry of /?. Put T(x
u
 x2): =
T(xly h~\x2)). By Theorem 2.10, we can pass to an isomorphic triple which
still satisfies the assumptions of Remark 5.5, but in addition hasf(y)l=y for all
5.2. In this section we prove that the cases m—4 , 8 do not appear. We start
with some general results.
Lemma 5.10. Let rf=H (resp. O) be the real composition division algebra
of quaternions (resp. octonions) and A^ΈnάR /?. If L(x)A=AL(%) for all
then A=§.
Proof. Put a : =^41, then Ax=Xa for all »GΛ In particular, we get A=0
if a=0. Hence without loss of generality we may assume <#, a)— 1. Then
(yx)a=(xy)a=A(%y)=x(Ay)=x(ya) for all x, y^d. For y: =a we get (ax)a
= # , whence ax=xa. Therefore a=±l and yx=xy for all x, y^d. By as-
sumption, /? is not commutative so a=0 and thus A=0
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We use the notation introduced in the last section and get
Lemma 5.11. a) dim ker R(x, y)=0y 4, or 8,
b) ker R(xy y) is invariant under L(%)f(y)y
c) ker R(x, y) is spanned by the eigenvectors off{y)*L{x)
d) L(x)f(y) has no real eigenvalue on the orthogonal complement of
ker R(x9y).
Proof. Let ,4 :=L(x)R(xy y), and B : = y2(L(x)f(y)-f(y)*L(x)). Then
A*=—A, £ * = - £ ; further, AB=-BA by Corollary 5.8 and A2=B2 by (4) of
Lemma 5.6. Thus kcrA=kevB=: V
o
 and Vf is invariant under A and B.
As A is skew-adjoint on Vf there exists a two dimensional subspace U C Vf
which is left invariant by A. Let x^U> #Φ0. Then U is generated by x
and Ax. But <βx, x>=0 and <βxy Axy=—<ABx, x>=<βAx, x>=—ζAxy Bx>
= —<£#, Ax> whence <βxy E/>=0. Also ζBAx, ΛI>=0 and <BAx, Ax>=0;
therefore BU is orthogonal to C/and is two dimensional. Hence U@BU is a
four dimensional subspace of Vf. Repeating this construction (if possible)
we see that the dimension of Vf is a multiple of 4. This proves a), b) is an
immediate consequence of Corollary 5.8. Since [f(y)*L(x)]*=L(%)f(y) we con-
clude from b) and Corollary 5.7 that ker R(x, y) is spanned by eigenvectors of
f{y)*L{x). On the other hand L(%)f(y) is a multiple of an orthogonal map and
is therefore self-adjoint on the sum of all eigenvectors. This implies c) and d).
We next investigate the endomorphisms Q(y, 1) where Q(y, z)x :=R(x, y)z.
Lemma 5.12. a) Q(y, 1) is skew-adjoint,
b) ytΞkerQ(y, 1)
c) k
Proof, a) Q<ly, l)x, x>=<R(xy y)l, x>=<L(%)R(x, y)l, l>=0.
b ) Q(y> 1)y=R(y> y)1==° hY Corollary 5.7.
c) αeker Q(y, 1) is equivalent to R(a, y)l=0.
By (4) of Lemma 5.6, this is equivalent to f(y)*a—a f(y)\=0. This proves the
assertion
Corollary 5.13. Assume dim /7>2. Then
a) ker Q(l> 1) has even dimension >2,
b) l e k e r g ( l , 1) and #
o
eker£)(l, 1) for some #
o
e/7, %0=—xy \xo\=l.
Moreover, f( 1)1 = 1 andf(l)x
o
=—xQ.
c) kerρ(l, l)ckeri?(l, 1)
d) 7//(l)Φ/(l)*, then dim /7=8, dimkerΛ(l, 1)=4 and the multiplicity
of the eigenvalues 1 and —1 off(\) is odd.
Proof, a) and b) are immediate consequences of Lemma 5.12. We know
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Q(ly 1) ΊSf(l)*a=a. As leker Q(l, 1) we see that ker Q(ly 1) is span-
ned by orthonormal vectors aly "-,asy a1=ly ar——ar for r Φ l satisfying
/(1)*1 = 1 and f(l)*a
r
=— a
r
 for r Φ l . Hence, ker Q(\y 1) is spanned by eigen-
vectors of/(I)*, whence ker Q(ly l)cker J?(l, 1) by c) of Lemma 5.11. Assume
/(1)Φ/(1)* ; then dimkeri?(l, l ) = 0 or 4 by Corollary 5.7 and Lemma 5.11.
But R(l, 1)1=0 by Corollary 5.7 and Corollary 5.9. Hence dim ker 12(1, 1)=4.
Since/(1)Φ/(1)* we get dim/7=8. We know ker 0(1, l)ckeri?(l, 1), thus
dimkerg(l, ί) = 2 or 4. From c) of Lemma 5.12 we conclude that the
multiplicity of the eigenvalue —1 is one if dimkerζ)(l, 1)=2 and three if
dim ker Q{\y 1)=4. This proves the lemma.
We put Ά*: = {xG/?\f(l)x = €x}, 6=±. Then ker #(1, l) = /7 + θ^~ by
Lemma 5.11.
Lemma 5.14. Assume R(ly l ) = 0 and x^rf, x=χ.
a) kzrR(xyl)={a+ei/?+;xa+<=/l-}e>{a-ςΞΛ-;xa-eΞ/1+}J
b) L(Λ;)(ker R(x, 1) Π ^ ε )=ker R(x, 1) Π ^ " ε , if
c) lekeri?(x
d) kerρ(l, 1)=
e) R(x, 1) is skew-adjoint and commutes with /(I).
Proof. We note that A=A+®A~ and /(1)=/(1)* because R(ly l )=0.
d) follows from c) of Lemma 5.12. To prove c) we use that l eker J?(tf, 1)
is equivalent to Q=R(x, 1)1 = 0(1, l)x. This implies x^Rlφ/^" by d). But
ζxy l>=0 and c) follows. To verify a) we use (4) of Lemma 5.6 and get
(1) aGkerR(x,l)ifff(l)(xa)=-xf(l)a.
We next linearize (2) of Lemma 5.6 and get
(2) R(x,l) = -R(x,l)*.
From (3) of Lemma 5.6 we now derive
(3) /(1)*(*, ί)=R(x, 1)/(1).
This implies e) and /(I) keri?(#, l) = ker R(xy 1); therefore keri?(#, 1)=
(ker R(xy 1) Π ^ + )θ(ker R(x, 1) Π ^ " ) . Applying (1) gives a). Finally, from (2)
and (2) of Lemma 5.6 we derive that ker R(x, 1) is left invariant by L{x)\ hence
b) follows from a).
We are now able to rule out the cases m=\y 8.
Theorem 5.15. Ά is commutative.
Proof. Assume rf=H or /J=O. We distinguish two cases.
1 Case: 12(1, l )=0. We know that ker Q(\y 1) has even dimension by Corol-
lary 5.13. By our assumption we may apply Corollary 5.13 and Lemma 5.14.d
and thus see that /7" has odd dimension. As /? has even dimension and
W e conclude that also /7
+
 has odd dimension. From e) of Lemma
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5.14 we get that R(x, 1) leaves invariant /78 and is skew-adjoint on /7ε. Hence
/7εΠ ker _/?(*, 1)ΦO for £=± and all #GΞ/7. Choose *e/7, ζx, l>=0, | Λ J | = 1
and let U* denote the orthogonal complement of keri?(ΛJ, l ) Π ^ ε in /?*. Put
d
ζ
 : = dim ker R(x, 1) Π ^ then d=d+=d- and Oφdim ker £(*, l)=2d by Lem-
ma 5.14.b. From Lemma 5.11.a we conclude that d is even. Moreover, by
construction the skew-adjoint endomorphism R(x, 1) is bijective on U2. Hence
dim U2 is even. But dim U2-\-d=άim rf2 is odd, a contradiction.
2 Case: R(l, 1)ΦO. Let N :=φ<EΞ^; R(x, l )=0}. By assumption lφiV,
whence dim iV < dim /?— 1. a) dim N= dim /7— 1. Here we have a linear form
ζ: Ά-+R such that R(x, l) = ξ(x)R(l, 1) for all xEΞ/1. From (2) of Lemma 5.6
we conclude that i?(l, 1) and hence i?(#, 1) is skew-adjoint. Therefore by
applying (2) of Lemma 5.6 once again, we get
ζ(x)[L{x)R(l, 1)-Λ
= L(x)ξ(x)R{l, i;
= L(x)R(x, l ) - ϋ
(1, 1)L(*)]
)-ζ(x)R(l
l(x, \)L(x)
, l)L{x)
= 0.
But ?Φ0, consequently L(x)R(l, l)=R(l, l)L(x) for all s GΛ Therefore
i?(l, l ) = 0 by Lemma 5.10, a contradiction, b) dimΛ^<dim /J— 2. In this
case we choose a subspace ί/C/7 such that N-\-U=rf, U f]N=0, l e CΛ Ob-
\iously, dim U>2. We next show /?=O and rank JR(JC, 1)=4 for all x^U>
#4=0. By assumption i?(l, l)Φ0 and by Corollary 5.7 i?(l, 1)1=0. Lemma
5.11 thus implies rank R(ί, 1)=4 and dim/7=8. Hence the rank of R(x, 1)
is 4 or 8 for all x of an open and dense subset of /?. It thus suffices to prove
det R(x, l) = 0 for Λ G Λ TO verify this we first note that/(I)φ/(I)* by Cor-
ollary 5.7 and the assumption. Therefore the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1
or of the eigenvalue —1 of /(I) is one by Corollary 5.13.d. Assume first that
1 has multiplicity one. We consider the map h: /?->/?, h(a) :=f(l)a 3 and
compute its defferential d
a
h(u)=f(l)u a-\-f(l)a ΰ. Now let α = l and assume
d
a
h(u)=0 for u=Uol+u\ <V, l>=0. Thenf(l)u=-ΰ by Corollary 5.9. But
—u=— uQ\+u' and f(l)u=uol+f(l)u', thus uol+f(l)uf=—uol + u\ whence
u=u' and f(\)u'—ur. This implies M ' = 0 . Therefore h is locally invertible
near 1 and Corollary 5.7 implies det R(x, l ) = 0 for an open neighborhood of 1.
But then det R(x, l) = 0. Assume now that —1 has multiplicity one. With-
out restriction we may assume /(I)i=—i. We consider again the map h(ά) =
f(\)a d and compute the kernel of its defFerintial at the point a=i. We get
dih(u)=0 iff (f(l)u)ϊ=iΰ which is equivalent to f(ί)u=(iu)i. Let u=u
o
l+u1i+u
f
with <1,
 M'> = 0 = <i, u
fy. Then u = u^\-u
λ
i-u' and f(l)u=u
o
l-u1i+f(l)u\
Moreover (iu)i=(u
o
i+u1l+u'i)i=—uol+Uιi—uf and uol—u1i+f(l)u'=—uol +
u
γ
i—u' follows. Hence u=u' and/(l)w'=— u'. This implies u'=0. Hence h
is locally invertible near /. By Corollary 6.7 we get det R(x, ί)=0 in an open
neighborhood of ί. But then also dztR(x, l) = 0 in A We thus have proved
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that rank R(xy 1)<4 for all x&rf and consequently rank R(x, 1)=4 for all
xGU. NOW let xG U with | x \ = 1 then L(#)/(l) is orthogonal, leaves invariant
the four dimensional kernel of R(xy 1), is self-adjoint on ker R(x, 1) and has
no real eigenvalue on the orthogonal complement of ker R(x, 1) by Corollary
5.7 and Lemma 5.11. We conclude that for #e£/, | # | = 1 , the map L(#)/(l)
has only 1 or — 1 as real eigenvalues and the sum of the multiplicities of 1 and
— 1 is 4. The "contituity of eigenvalues" [13] § 14 shows that the multiplicity
of 1 and of — 1 is a locally constant function on the sphere of U. Hence these
multiplicities are the same for all x^U, | # | = 1 , and thus are equal to the cor-
responding multiplicities of /(1)=L(Ϊ)/(1). Moreover, L(tf)/(1) and L(—#)/(l)
have the same multiplicities. Therefore —1 and 1 have multiplicity 2. This
is a contradiction to e) of Corollary 5.13. This proves the theorem.
5.3. In this section we classify all isoparametric triples of algebra type with
m1=m2=tn. As shown above we may realize such a triple as described in
Remark 5.5. Theorem 5.15 then implies that we only have to consider the
cases /Ϊ=R or C.
Lemma 5.16. Let Z?=R or C. Then R(x, y)=0 and f(y)a=ya for all
Proof. R(xy y)=0: By Corollary 5.7 we have ker R(yf y) Φ 0 for all
Thus Lemma 5.11 shows R(y, y)—0 and hence only /J=C remains to be con-
sidered. Let y = aί + /Si, then 0 = R(y, y) = aβ(R{\, i) + R(i, 1)). Therefore
i?(
z
; 1)=—jR(l, ΐ) is skew-adjoint by (2) of Lemma 5.6. Moreover, 0(1, l ) = 0
by Lemma 5.13, thus R(i> 1)1=0 and consequently R(t, l )=0.
f(y)a=ay: Since R(x, y)=0 we have Q(y, l )=0. Therefore Lemma 5.12
implies f{y)*a=ay. The assertion follows easily.
The last lemma implies that in the situation we are considering there ex-
ist —up to isomorphism— at most one triple for m=l and at most one triple
for m=2. For each case we give an example and thereby prove Theorem 5.17
below.
Let V : = Mat(2, 3;Λ), < i , ΰ > : = traceilB* and {AAA} \ = bAA*A.
Then (F, {•••}) is an isoparametric triple, of FKM-type with m1=m2^=l (see [3]
1.5). A Peirce decomposition with respect to the pair of orthogonal tripotents
elt e2, defined by «,= (?{} Q), «*=(Q ί ?)' s h o w s V»={(εa 0 θ)' aeR\ a n d
{Vΰ, e
u
 F^}=0. Using Lemma 1.1 it is easy to check that the dual triple is
of algebra type. Thus Mat (2, 3; R)r is "the" isoparametric triple of algebra
type with tn1=m2=l.
Finally, let U=u(2; H) :=^GMat(2, 2; H)\ A^-A), <A, By =
Y2 RetraceiAB'+A'B) and {AAA}=6AΆA. AS a subtriple of Mat(2, 2; H)
(see [3] 1.5) U fulfills (1.1) to (1.3) and it is easy to check that (1.4) is also
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satisfied with m1=m2=2. A Peirce decomposition with respect to the piar of
orthogonal tripotents el9 e2, defined by * I = ( Q Q)> ^ = ( Q {)> s h o w s t h a t t n e t r i p k
is of algebra type relative to elf e2. Thus u(2y H) is " t h e " isoparametric triple
of algebra type with m1=m2=2.
Theorem 5.17. Let {V, {•••}) be an isoparametric triple with m1=m2 which
is of algebra type relative to ely e2. Then (V, {•••}) is isomorphic to Mat(2, 3; R)'
—if m1=m2=l—and isomorphic to u(2, H) — ifm1 = m2 = 2. In both cases the
triple is homogeneous.
Summing up our results on isoparametric triples of algebra type we have
Theorem 5.18. Let (V, {•••} be an isoparametric triple. Then V is of
algebra type iff
1) V is of FKM-type and m2— 1, 3 or 7, in case m{>m2-\-\.
or 2a) V is isomorphic to an FKM-triple of type (2, 1), (4, 3) or (8, 7).
or 2b) V is isomorphic to an FKM-triple of type (1, 2), (3, 4) or (7, 8),
or 3) V is isomorphic to κ(2, J5Γ) or to Mat (2, 3 R)\
Corollary 5.19. Let (V, {•••}) be an isoparametric triple of algebra type.
Then (Vy {•••}) is either equivalent to an FKM-triple or it is isomorphic to u(2, H).
Finally, we compare our results with the work of H. Ozeki and M. Take-
uchi. In our notation they proved the following. (For a definition of condi-
tion (A) and (B) see [9].)
Theorem 5.20 ([9] Theorem 2). Let V be an isoparametric triple. Then
the following are equivalent:
a) V satisfies condition (A) and (B),
b) V is the dual of an FKM-triple and m2{V)=l,Z or 7.
A comparison with our results shows
Theorem 5.21. Let V be an isoparametric triple of algebra type (i.e. V
satisfies condition (A).) Then V fails to satisfy condition (B) iff V is isomorphic
to exactly one of the following 4 triples: Mat (2, 2; H), u(2, H) ard the two FKM-
triples (8, 7).
6. Isoparametric triples of generic algebra type
We finally consider triples of generic algebra type, i.e., isoparametric triples
which are of algebra type relative to each pair of orthogoanl tripotents.
Lemma 6.1. Let V be an isoparametric triple of generic algebra type and
e1} e2 any pair of orthogonal tripotents. If m1>m2-\~l, then the triple V —
ely e2), {-"}) is also of generic algebra type with m1(V)=m1—(m2+l) and
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Proof. By Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.7 we know that Ϋ=(y
w
 {•••})
is an isoparametric triple with m1=m1—{m2-\-l)y m2 = m2>0. Hence there
exist orthogonal tripotents cl9 c2^Vby [3] Corollary 4.9. Obviously, cl9 c2 are
also orthogonal tripotents of V. It now suffices to prove F§(c; ) c F 1 2 , / = 1 , 2.
By the assumptions we may apply [4] Theorem 4.8 and get V0(Cj) C V12(ely e2).
Hence Vl(c
λ
) C V0(c2) C V12i and V°2((c2) C F^o) C F1 2. The lemma is proved.
We call an isoparametric triple V homogeneous if there exists a subgroup
Γ c Aut V which operates transitively on the corresponding hypersurfaces in the
sphere of V. We use the notation introduced at the end of section 4.
Lemma 6.2. Let V be an isoparametric triple of algebra type,
a) If V is homogeneous, it is of generic algebra type.
b) If m1=m2y then each triple is of generic algebra triple.
c) If m1=m2Jrί then the following triples represent the equivalence classes
of triples of generic algebra type:
Mat (2, 2 C) and Mat (2, 2 H).
Proof, a) is obvious and it implies b) using Theorem 5.17, since both
u(2, H) and Mat (2, 3 R) are homogeneous. It also implies c) since the cases
b), d), e) and f) of Theorem 4.9 are not of generic algebra type which follows
from [5] Theorem 6.19,b, Corollary 6.12, Theorem 6.17 and Theorem 6.15.
Theorem 6.3. Let (V, {•••}) be an isoparametric triple of algebra type.
Then V is of generic algebra type iff V is homogeneous. More precisely, V is iso-
morphίc to exactly one of the following triples
a) the dual of an FKM-triple of type (1, m2), W 2>1,
b) Mat (2, 2; C), resp.y Mat (2, 2; H). These triples are of FKM-type
(2, 1), resp. (4, 3).
c) Mat (2, 3; R)'9 resp. u(2, H). Here Mat (2, 3; R)' is the dual of the
FKM-triple of type (1,1). The triple u(2y H) and its dual are not of FKM-
type.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1 we may consider a maximal descending chain of
isoparametric triples F1Z) Z)Fn where Vk is the F12-space of Vk.λ relative
some pair of orthogonal tripotents and where m1(Vk) = m1(Vk-1)—(m2+l),
w*2 Applying Lemma 2.8 shows m1(Vn)=m2 or tn1(Vn)=m2+ί. Hence
( / z + l - ^ X ^ + l ) - ! or m1(FA)=(w+l—Λ)(ni2+1). If τz>l, i.e., mλ>
m2+ίy it follows from Theorem 3.2 that Vky k<n, is the dual of an FKM-
triple and τw2=l, 3 or 7. But the cases m2=3 or 7 are ruled out by Lemma
6.1 and [5] Theorem 7.6 and in the case m2=l the triple is homogeneous by
[12] or [6], § 6. The remaining cases have been settled in Lemma 6.2.
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